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OF TOPOLOGIES WITHOUT AXIOMS 
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Abstract. Under a topology on a set P we understand a topology without axioms on P, i.e. 
a mapping u: exp P -> exp P. If u and v are two topologies on P, then u is called finer (coarser) 
than v if «X s vX(vX g uX) holds for every subset X g P. Let /be a topological property. Then 
a topology possessing / is said to be an f-topology. The coarsest (finest) of all f-topologies on P 
which are finer (coarser) than a given topology u on P is called the lower (upper) f-modification 
of u. We consider the topological properties / given by means of the well-known axioms 0, I, M, 
A, U, K, B*, B, S. In the present paper the axioms are determined which are preserved by the 
ndividual f-modifications. 
Key words. Topology (without axioms), O, /, M, A, U, K, B*, B, 5-axioms, lower modification 
of a topology, upper modification of a topology. 
MS Classification. Primary 54 A 05, 54 A 10 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
If P is a set and u : exp P -* exp P a mapping fulfilling the following three 
axioms (l)u0 = 0, (2)X s P => X c MX, (3)X s y c P => WX s tty, then t/ is 
called a tech topology on P. Some modifications of tech topologies are studied 
in [2], [3], [4], and the axioms pieserved by these modifications are fully dealt 
in [5]. We shall consider the topologies obtained by omitting all three axioms in the 
definition of tech topologies. Some modifications of these generalized topologies 
are investigated in [6]. The piesent papei completes [6] by determining the axioms 
preserved by the modifications described in [6~|. The results of both these papers 
generalize certain results of [3], [4], [5] and have many applications because 
generalized topologies occur in various branches of mathematics (see [6]). 
A topology without axioms (briefly a topology) u o n a set P is a mapping 
u : exp P -> exp P. A set P provided with a topology u on P is called a topological 
space and denoted by (P, u). We consider the following axioms for topologies u 
on a given set P: 
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1. w0 = 0 O-axiom, 
2. X £ P => X £ wX I-axiom, 
3 J c y c P => wX £ wY M-axiom, 
4. X, y £ P => w(Xu F) £ wXu wY A-axiom, 
5. X £ P => wwX c wX U-axiom, 
6. x,y'eP,xe u{y}, y e u{x} => x = j K-axiom, 
7. x, ye P, xe u{y} => ye u{x} B*-axiom, 
S. xeP => u{x} £ {JC} B-axiom, 
9. 0 / X £ P = > w X £ U w{x} S-axiom. 
xeX 
• Let/e {O, / M, A, U, K, £*, £, 5}. If a topology w fulfils the/-axiom, then it is 
called an f-topology. We talk about anfg-topology w if w is an/-topology and g-topo-
logy simultaneously. Analogously fgh-topology etc. can be defined. For a topology w 
on a set P, the lower f-modification uf of w (i.e. the coarsest /-topology on P which 
is finer than w) and the upper f-modification uf of w (i.e. the finest /-topology on P 
which is coarser than w) are studied in [6]. Of course, for given topologies w and v 
on a set P we say that w is finer than v or that t; is coarser than w when X £ P => 
=> wX £ vX. 
1. 0 -MODIFICATION 
Theorem 1. Let (P, w) fo a topological space, letfe {O, I, M, A, U, K, B*, B, S}, 
and let u be an f-topology. Then it holds: 
a) w0 is an f-topology. 
b) Ifu° exists, then it is an f-topology. 
Proof, a) According to [6], Theorem 1, a), u0 always exists and it is defined 
by: 
0 # X £ P => W0X = WX, 
wo0 = 0. 
Let us suppose that w is an/-topology. For/ = 0 the assettion is obvious, and for 
/ = / its proof is trivial. 
/ = M: Let X £ Y £ P be subsets. If X # 0, then w0X = wX £ uY = w0F. 
Otherwise, supposing X = 0 we have w0X = 0 £ w0F. Thus, w0 is an M-topology. 
/ = A: Let X, Y £ P be subsets. If X *- 0 ^ y, then w0(Xu y) = w(Xu Y) £ 
£ wX u uY = w0X u w0 Y. If one of the sets X, y is non-empty and the other is 
empty, then clearly w0(Xu Y) £ w0Xu u0Y. Finally, let X = Y = 0. Then 
w0(X u Y) = wo0 = 0 £ w0X u w0 7. Thus w0 is an Ai-topology. 
/ = U: Let X £ P be a subset and suppose X # 0. Consequently, t/0w0X = 
= w0wX. Now, if wX ^ 0, then w0wX = wwX £ -wX = w0X, and if wX = 0, then 
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u0uX = wo0 = 0 c w0X. Otherwise, supposing X = 0 we have w0w0X = 0 £ w0X. 
Thus w0 is a {/-topology. 
fe {K, B*9 B}: In these cases the assertion follows from the fact that u0{x} = 
= u{x} for every xeP. 
/ = 5: As evident, w0 is an 5-topology. 
b) According to [6], Theorem 1, b)9 u° exists iff w is an O-topology, and then 
w° = w. 
2. / - M O D I F I C A T I O N 
Theorem 2, Let (P, w) be a topological space. Then it holds: 
a) Iffe {0> h M9 A9 U9 K, B*9 B9 S} and u is naf topology and ifur exists, then w7 
is an f topology. 
b) If fe {091, M9 A9 AU9 K, B*9 B9 S} and u is an ftopology, then w
7 is an 
ftopology. 
Proof, a) According to [6], Theorem 2, a)9 ut exists iff w is an /-topology, and 
then Uj = w. 
b) According to the same Theorem, b)9 u
1 always exists and it is defined by: 
X c P => u1 X = wX u X. 
Let us suppose that w is an/-topology. For / = O the proof is trivial, and for/ = / 
the assertion is obvious. 
/ = M: Let X c y c P be subsets. Then w'X = wXu X c uYu Y = u*Y9 
and thus ul is an M-topology. 
/ = A: Let X, Y c P be subsets. Then w'(Xu Y) = w(Xu Y)u Xu Y c 
^ wXuXuwYu 7 = w'Xu w'F. Hence u1 is an A[-topology. 
/ = AU: Let Xc P be a subset. Then wVX = i/(wXu X) = wXu Xu 
u w(wX u X) £ wX u X u wwX u wX = wX u X = wJX. Thus ul is a [/-topology 
and, accoiding to the previous part of the proof, u1 is an A J7-topology. 
/ = K: Let x, yeP be points, xew 1 ^} , j e i / { x } . Then xeu{y} or x = y9 
and ^ e w{x} or x = >>. Consequently, x = y and w7 is a K-topology. 
/ = B*: Let x, y e P be points, x e wJ{y}. Then x e u{y} or x = y and theiefore 
j e w{x} or y = x, i.e. >> e w/{x}. Hence, wr is a 2?*-topology. 
/ = B: In this case the asseition is proved already since w is a 5-topology iff it is 
a Kff*-topology. 
/ = S: Let 0 # X £ p be a subset. Then w7X = wXu X = (J w{x} u U {x} = 
xeX xeX 
= U (WM u {̂ }) = U u*{x)> and thus wf is an 5-topology. 
xeX XGX -
Remark 1. The upper /-modification of a 17-topology need not be a tZ-topology 
in general — see the following example: Let P = {x, y9 z} and put uX = Xfor any 
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subset X c P fulfilling {x} *- X # {x, y}, u{x} = {y}, u{x, y} = P. Then clearly w 
is a ^/-topology (but not an A-topology) on P. It is wV{x} = w(w{x} u {x}) u 
u w{x} U {X} = P while wJ{x} = w{x} u {*} = {x, y}. Therefore ul is not a U-to-
pology. 
3. M - M O D I F I C A T I O N 
Theorem 3. Let (P, w) be a topological space. Then it holds: 
a) IffG {O, I, M, A, U, K, B, S} and u is an f topology, then uM is an f topology. 
b) If fe {O, I, M, A, OK, IK, OB*, IB*, OB, IB, S} and u is an f topology, 
then uM is an f topology. 
Proof, a) According to [6], Theorem 3, a), uM always exists and it is defined 
by: 
X c p -> wMX = fi wZ. 
Let us suppose that w is an /-topology. For f = O the proof is trivial. 
/ = 7: Let X c P be a subset. Since X c Z c P => X c wZ for any set Z, we 
have X c fi wZ = wMX. Thus, wM is an /-topology. 
XCZCP 
/ = Af: Obviously, wM is an M-topology. 
f = A: Let X, Y c P be subsets, z e wM(X u 7) a point. Then z e wZ for any 
set Z with X u 7 c Z <= P. Suppose z £ wMX u wM Y. Consequently, there exist 
sets X', 7' with X c X' c P, F c 7' c P such that z £ wX' and z £ w7\ Thus, 
z £ wX' u w7', and we have z £ w(X' u Y') since w(X' u Y') c «X' u w7'. But this is 
a contradiction because X u Y i= X' u Y' c P. Therefore z e wMX u wM Y, and 
the inclusion wM(XU Y) c wMXu wM7is proved. Hence, wM is an .A-topology. 
/ = U: Let X e P be a subset, x e wMwMX a point. Since wMwMX = fi uY, 
.arczcp 
we have JC e w7 for each set Y fulfilling fi « Z c y e p , Now, let V be a set with 
* C Z C P 
X£ F g P , Then fi w 7 c wVcP , and thus xewwVc UV Therefore xe 
XCYCP 
e fi uV = wMX Consequently, wMwMX c t/MX. Hence, wM is a U-topology. 
-YCKCP 
/ = K: Let x j e P be points, .xewM{>>}, yeuM{x}. Then jcew{>>}, }»6«{x}, 
and therefore x = y. Thus wM is a K-topology. 
/ = B: Let x e P be a point. Then wM{x} = fi wZ c M{x} c {*}, so that wM 
xeZCP 
is a ^-topology. 
/ = S: Let X c P be a subset, y e uMX a point. Then yeuZ for any set Z with 
X c Z £ P. Suppose z £ U WM{*}• Consequently, for any point x e X there exists 
a set 7x with * e 7x c P such that y $ uYx. Thus, y $ U
 w^*> a n d w e h a v e y £ 
xeX 
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£ u U *̂> s i n c e w U F* =" U w^x follows immediately from the S-axiom. But this 
xeX xeX xeX 
is a contradiction because X e (J yx g: P. Therefore ze\J WM{JC}, and the in-
xeX xeX 
elusion wMX c \J uM{x} is proved. Hence, wM is an ^-topology. 
xeX 
b) Accoiding to [6], Theorem 3, b), uM always exists and it is defined by: 
X £ P => «"X = (J wZ. 
zcx 
Let us suppose that w is an f-topology. For f = O the proof is trivial. 
/ = /: Let X c P be a set. Then I = I J Z - - U " 2 : = ""-*• Therefore w" 
zcx zcx 
is an /-topology. 
/ = M: Obviously, uM is an M-topology. 
/ = A: Let X, Y c P be subsets. Then ww(X u F) = (J wZ. But for every subset 
zc^rcY 
Z c Xu Y some subsets X' c X and r e Y (X' = I n Z, Y' = Yn Z) exist 
fulfilling Z = X'u Y' and consequently, wZ c uX' u wY'. This implies U uZ = 
ZCATUY 
c U wX'u U w r = wMXu wwY. Thus ww is an ^-topology. 
X'CX Y'CY 
fe {OK, IK}: Let x, y e P be points, x e ww{j}, >> e uM{x}. Then x e w0 u w{>>} = 
= w{.y} and J6w0u w{x} = w{x}. Therefore x = y9 and w
M is a K-topology. 
Hence, wM is an OK-topology for f = OK, and it is an /K-topology for / = IK. 
fe {OB*9 IB*}: Let x, y e P be points, x e u
M{y}. Then x e uid u w{>>} = w{>>} => 
=> y e w{x} = w0 u u{x} = ww{;c}. Therefore, uM is a i?*-topology. Thus, uM 
is an O2?*-topology for f = Ol?*, and it is an /i?*-topology forf = /J?*. 
fe {OB, IB}: As w is a 5-topology iff it is a KJ3*-topology, the assertion is 
proved in these cases already. 
/ = S: Let 0 # X s p be a subset. Then wwX ={JUZ=*U0KJ\JUZ91 
ZCX 0*ZCX 
s w0 u U U «{*} = «0 u U «W = U («0 u "M) = U "wW- Hence, ww is 
0 * Z C * J c e Z xeX xeX xeX 
an S-topology. 
Remark 2. a) The lower M-modification of a 2?*-topology need not be a ̂ •-topo-
logy in general — s6e the following example: Let P = {x, y}9 ufd = 0, u{x} = {y}9 
u{y} = {x}, wP = {y}. Then w is a 2?*-topology and wM{x} = {y} while uM{y} = 
= 0. Thus, wM is not a 2?*-topology. 
b) The next example showes that the upper M-modification of a {/-topology 
need not be a {/-topology in general: Let P = {x, j>, z}9 uid = w{>>} = u{z} = 
= w{>>, z} = wP = 0, w{x} = {*}, w{x, y} = {z}, w{x, z} = {y}. Then wis a £/-topo-
logy, and uM{x9 y} = {x9 z} while ŵ w** {x, >>} = u
M{x9 z} = {x, y}. Therefore u
M 
is not a (/-topology. 




is a CZ-topology. Namely, Z c P, wZ c Z => uMuMX = U uY = U w ^ ^ 
ycuM^r Yc u uZ 
z c * 
2 U uY = \J uY = uMX for any subset X c P. Especially, if a {/-topology w 
y c u z YCX 
zcx 
is moreover a US-topology, then if* is a f/-topology. 
Now we shall show that the asseition b) of Theorem 3 does not hold for any 
fe {K, B*, B} in general. On that account, let P = {x, y, z}, w0 = {y, z}, u{x} = 
= {x}, u{y} = u{z} = 0, u{x, y} = w{*, 2} = u{y, z} = wP = P. Then w is 
a IMopology, i.e. a KB*-topology. Since uM{x} = P and t^{y} = wM{z} = {>>, z}, 
uM is neither K-topology nor 2?*-topology. Consequently, uM is not a iMopolog^. 
4. ^ -MODIFICATION 
Theorem 4. Le/ (P, w) be a topological space. Then it holds: 
a) If fe {O, I, My A, MU, K, B*, B, S} and u is an ftopology, then uA is an 
ftopology. 
b) If fe {O, I, M, A, U, K, B*, B, S} and u is an ftopology and if u4 exists, 
then u4 is an ftopology. 
Proof, a) According to [6], Theorem 4, a), uA always exists and it is defined 
by: 
m m 
X c p => uAX = (\{Z c= P|Z = U "*i> \JXt = X,me N}, 
i = i <-»i 
where N denotes the set of all positive integers. Let us suppose that u is an/-topo-
logy. For / = O the proof is trivial. 
/ = I: Let X e P be a subset, x e X a point. Then for any system of sets {X(\i =-= 
m 
= 1,..., m} (meN) fulfilling U %i = -^ there exists an index i0e {1, . . . , m} 
i = l 
m 
such that xeXio. This implies xeuXio and consequently, xe \J uXt. Therefore 
i = l 
x e uAX which yields X c uAX. Thus uA is an /-topology. 
/ = M: Let Xc y c P be subsets, xeuAX a point. Let {Yt\i = 1, ...,m} 
m 
(meN) be1 a system of sets such that U Yt= Y. Put Xt = Y{r\X for each 
i= i 
m m m 
i e { l , . . . ,m}. Then \J Xt = X and thus xe\JuXt^ \J uY{. Consequently, 
l « l * i-=l i-=l 
xeuAY. Therefore uAX £ uAY, i.e. uA is an Af-topology. 
/ - a A: The assertion is obvious. 
n 
/ as MU: Let X £ p be a subset, x e uAuAX a point. Then xe\J uYt for any 
i=-i 
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system of sets {Yt\i = 1,..., n} (neN) fulfilling JJ Yt = uAX. Let {Xt\i = 
i - l 
m 
= 1,..., m} (m e N) be a system of sets such that \J Xt = X. Put Yt = uAXt 
i = l 
m 
for each / e { l , ..., m}. Since uA is an MA-topology, we have U Yt = 
i-=T 
m * m m m m m 
= U uAXt = uA (J Xt = wAX. Therefore *e U
 w^i = U ""^i = U ««^i £ U **i-
i = l »-=l i=-l i = l i=-l i = l 
Consequently x e uAX which implies uAuAX £ Wi4X. Thus wA is a 17-topology and 
hence an MC/-topology. 
fe {K, 5*, B9 S}: Clearly, for any point xeP it holds t/^x} = u{x}9 and from 
this the assertion follows in these cases. 
b) According to [6], Theorem 4, b9 u
A exists iff u is an A-topology, and then uA = 
= u. 
Remark 3. The lower ^-modification of a (/-topology need not be a [/-topology 
in general - see the following example: Let P = {x9 y9 z}9 w0 = {y}9 u{x9 y} = {z}9 
uX = X for any subset X c P fulfilling 0 ^ X # {*, y}. Then w is a [/-topology, 
and uA{x9 y} = {y9 z} n {z} n {*, y} = 0 while uAuA{x9 y} = t/̂ 0 = {y}. Thus t/A 
is not a [/-topology. 
5. [ /-MODIFICATION 
Theorem 5. Let (P, w) 6e a topological space. Then it holds: 
a) If fe {M9 OM9IM9 MA9 MU9 MK9 MB*9 MB9 MS} and u is an ftopology 
and if uv exists, then uv is an f topology. 
b) Iffe {M9 OM9IM9 MA9 MU9 MB9 MS} anctu is an f topology, then u
v is an 
f topology. 
Proof, a) Accoiding to [6], Theorem 5, a), if u is an Af-topology, then uv 
exists iff u is an [/-topology, and then uv = u. 
b) According to the same Theoiem, b)9 if u is an M-topology, then u
v exists 
and it is defined by: 
X c p => U
VX = 0 {Z = ?\uX = Z9uZ^ Z}. 
Let us suppose that u is an /-topology. 
/ = M: Let X c y c p be subsets, xe uvX a point. Then xeZ for every 
set Z g P fulfilling uX £ Z and uZ = Z. Let T c p be a set with « r c r and 
« r c r. Then tfg«ycr, and thus x e T . Therefore xeuvY9 and we. have 
proved the inclusion uvX c U
VY. So that i/y is an Af-topology. 
fe {OM, LM}: The proof is trivial in these cases. 
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f ^ MA: Let X, Y <= P be subsets, Jcew^Xu Y) a point. Then xeZ for 
every set Z c P fulfilling w(X u Y) <= Z and wZ <= Z. Thus, x e Z foi each set 
Z c P with wXu wY c Zand wZ c Z. Let 71, ( / g P b e subsets fulfilling wX c r, 
w r c T, wY<= U, wUc U. ThenwXuwYc T u U, andw(Ju U) c wFu wU<= 
^ Tu U. Therefore, xeT\j U, i.e. x e T o r jcet/. Consequently, xe uuX or 
x e / 7 . From this x e uuX u w Ŷ, and we have proved the inclusion w^X u Y) = 
= w^Xu w Ŷ. So that w
17 is an A-topology and hence an MA-topology. 
fe {MU, MB}: The proof is trivial in these cases. 
/ = MS: Let 0 ^ X <= P be a subset, z e uvX a point. Then z e Z for every 
set Z c P fulfilling wX s Z and wZ c Z. Thus, zeZ for any set Z c P with 
(J w{x} c Z and wZ c Z. Let {Yx = P|xeX} be an arbitrary system of sets 
xeX 
such that u{x} c J^ and wY, c Y^ for each xe X. Then (J w{x} ^ \J Yx and 
since w is an 5-topology, we have u\J ^ c (J uYx <= (J Yx. Therefore ze \J Yx 
xeX xeX xeX xeX 
and consequently, a point x0e X exists such that z e YXQ for any above defined 
system of sets. Hence z e uu{x0} <= JJ u
u{x], and the inclusion ŵ X «= JJ w^x} 
is proved. So, uu is an 5-topology, and thus an MS-topology. 
Remark 4. From [5], 2.10, it follows, that the assertion b) of Theorem 5 does 
not hold for any /e {MK,MB*} in general. 
6. K-MODIFICATION 
Theorem 6. Let (P, w) be a topological space. Then it holds: If fe {O, I, M, A, 
U, K, B*, B, S} and u is anf-topology andifuK or u
K respectively exists, then uK or u
K 
respectively is an f-topology. 
Proof. According to [6], Theorem 6, uK or u
K respectively exists iff w is a K-topo-
logy, and then uK = w or u
K = w iespectively. 
7. ^ - M O D I F I C A T I O N 
Theorem 7. Let (P, u) be a topological space. Then it holds: 
a) !fft {O, I, M, K, B*, B} and u is an f-topology, then uB* is an f-topology. 
b) Iffe {O, /, A, B*, B, S} and u is an f-topology, then uB* is an f-topology. 
Proof, a) According to [6], Theorem 7, a), uB* always exists and it is defined by: 
X c P is no one-point set => uB*X = wX, 
xeP => uB*{x} = u{x} n {zeP\xe u{z}}. 
Let us suppose that u is an /-topology. For fe {0,1} the proof is trivial. 
/ = M: Let X c F c ? b e subsets. If both X and Y are no one-point sets, 
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then uB*X s uB*Yholds trivially. Let X = {x}. If yis a one-point set, then X =- y 
so that t/B,X s t/B« y is true. Otherwise, let Y be no one-point set. Let y e t/B«X ^ 
=- t/B-.{x} be a point. Then yeu{x} = t/X and consequently, yeuY = t^y. 
Thus, in each case the inclusion uB*X c t/fl«y is valid. Therefore, uB* is an Af-topo-
logy. 
/ = K: Let x , j e ? be points, xeuB*{y}, yeuB*{x}. Then xet/{>>}, yet/fc}^ 
and this yields x = y. Hence, uB* is a K-topology. 
F o i / = 5* and, since i?-axiom => -#*-axiom, for / = B as well, the assertion is 
obvious. 
b) According to [6], Theorem 7, b), t/B* always exists and it is defined by: 
X c p is no one-point set => t/B*X = t/X, 
x e P => t/B*{x} = t/{x} u {z e P|x e t/{z}}. 
Let us suppose that u is" an /-topology. For fe {0,/} the proof is trivial. 
/ = A: Let X, Y c P be subsets. If X = y or if at least one of the sets X, y 
is empty, then t/B*(Xu Y) cz / l u t/B*y holds trivially. Otherwise, let X # y, 
X ^ 0 =£ y. Then Xu y is no one-point set, and therefore t/B*(Xu Y) = 
= t/(Xu y) s wXu t/y c t/
B*Xu uB*Y. Thus, t/B* is an ^-topology. 
fe{B*, B}: The assertion is obvious. 
/ = S: Let 0 # X c P be a subset. Supposing X is a one-point set, we have 
t/B*X £ (J t/B*{x} tiivially. Let us admit that X is no one-point set. Then t/B*X = 
xeX 
= t/X c (J M{x} c y t/
B*{x}. Therefore, t/B* is an S-topology. 
xeX xeX 
Remark 5. a) The assertion a) of Theorem 7 does not hold for any fe {A, U, S} 
in general-for fe {A, S} see the example (26) and for / = A the example (27) 
of [5]. 
b) We shall give some examples showing that the upper .B*-modification of an 
/-topology u need not be an /-topology for any fe {M, U, K} in general. 
/ = M: Let P = {x, y, z}, t/0 = 0, u{x} = {x}, u{y} = {x, y}, u{z} = P, 
u{x, y} = {x, y}, u{x, z} = u{y, z} = t/P = P. Then u is an O/M-topology (i.e. 
a tech topology), and t/B*{x} = {x} u {>>, z} = P while t/B*{x, y} = u{x, y} = 
= {x, y}. Hence t/B* is not an Af-topology. This example confiims the following 
fact introduced in Remark 4 of [6]: The upper 2?*-modification of a tech topology 
defined in [4], 2.5., is generally different from the upper B*-modification of 
a topology (without axioms) defined in Theorem 7, b), of [6]. 
/ = U: Let P = {x, y, z}, u{x} = {x}, u{y} = {y}9 t/X « P for any subset 
X c P with {x} & X * {y}. Then u is a CZ-topology, and t/B*{x} = {x, z} while 
t/BV*{x} = t/B*{x, z} = P. Hence t/B*.is not a tttopology. 
/ = K: Let P = {JC, y}, t/{x} = {*}, t/0 = «{>>} - uP » P. Then t/ is a K-topo-
logy, and t/B*{x} = {x,y} - t/B*{y}. Therefore t/B* is not a K-topology. 
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8. ^ - M O D I F I C A T I O N 
Theorem 8. Let (P, w) be a topological space. Then it holds: 
a) Iffe {09 I, OM9 OU9 K9 B*9 B} and u is anf-topology, then uB is anf-topology. 
b) Iffe {091, M9 A9 U9 K, B*9 B9 S} and u is anf-topology and ifu
B exists, then uB 
is anf-topology. 
Proof, a) According to [6], Theorem 8, a)9 uB always exists and it is defined by: 
X £ P is no one-point set => wBX = wX, 
xeP*>uix\ - i W f ° r *GWW> xeP~uB{x}-^ for x$u{x}. 
Let us suppose that w is an /-topology. For fe {091} the proof is trivial. 
/ = OM: Let X c 7 c P be subsets. If both X and Y are no one-point sets, 
then wBX c wB7 holds trivially. Thus, let X = {x} and let us admit that Y is no 
one-point set. If xe u{x}9 then wBX = uB{x} = {x} £ u{x} = M J C uY = uBY. 
Otheiwise, if x $ u{x}9 then wBX = uB{x} = 0 j= wBF. Next, let us suppose that X 
is no one-point set and let Y be a one-point set. Then X = 0 and consequently* 
wBX = wB0 = w0 = 0 £ wB7. Finally, suppose both X and Y are one-point sets-
Then X = Y so that wBX c wBY is time. Thus the inclusion wBX c uBY holds 
in every case. Therefore wB is an Af-topology, and hence an OM-topology. 
/ = OU: Let J c P b e a subset. Let us admit that X is no one-point set. Then 
wBwBX = wBwX. If wX is not a one-point set, then wBwX = wwX £ wX = wBX. 
Otherwise, let wX = {x}. Now, if x e u{x}9 then wBwX = uB{x} = {x} = wX = 
= wBX, and if x $ u{x}9 then wBwX = uB{x} = 0 c wBX. Thus, for any not-one-
point subset X c p we have wBwBX £. wBX. Next, suppose X is a one-point set, 
X = {y}. If y e u{y}9 then wBwBX = wBwB{>>} = uB{y} = wBX. Otherwise, ify $ u{y}9 
then wBwBX = wBwB{>>} = wB0 = w0 = 0 c wBX. Thus, for every subset X c p 
the inclusion wBwBX c wBX holds. Therefore wB is a U-topology, and hence an 
OtZ-topology. 
fe {K, B*}: The pi oof is trivial in these cases. 
/ = B: The assertion is obvious. 
b) According to [6], Theorem 8, b), uB exists iff w is a iMopology, and then 
uB = w. 
Remark 6. The following examples show that the assertion a) of Theorem 8 
does not hold foi any fe {A£ A, U, S} in general. 
/ = M: Let P = {x, y}, w0 = u{x} = {x}, u{y} = wP = P. Then w is an M-topo-
logy, and wB0 = {x} while wB{}>} = {y}. Thus wB is not an Af-topology. 
fe {A, S}: Let P = {x, y, z}, u{x} = {x, y}, u{x, z} = P, wX == X for any 
subset Xs P for which {x} # X # {x, z}. Then w is an ^S-topology, and 
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sx z\ = p while uB{x} u uB{z} = {x, z}. Hence, uB is neither .4-topology nor 
5-topology. 
/ = U: Let P = {x, y}, wX = {x} for any subset X c P. Then w is a [/-topology, 
and uB{y} = 0 while w^w^} = {x}. Therefore uB is not a U-topology. 
9. S-MODIFICATION 
Theorem 9, Let (P, u) be a topological space. Then it holds: 
a) If fe {M, OM, IM, MA, MU, MK, MB*, MB, MS} and u is an f-topology, 
then us is an f-topotogy. 
b) If fe {M, OM, IM, MA, MU, MK, MB*, MB, MS} and u is an f-topology 
and if us exists, then us is an f-topology. 
Proof, a) According to [6], Theorem 9, a), if w is an M-topology, then ws exists 
and it is defined by: 
ws0 = u0, 
0 ^ I c P = > M j K = \Ju{x}. 
xeX 
Let us suppose that w is an /-topology. 
/ = M: Let.X c 7 c P be subsets. For X = 0 = Y the inclusion wsX s usY 
holds trivially. Suppose X = 0, Y * 0. Then wsX = wX = w0 c U u{x} = u,Y, 
xeY 
since w0 c u{x} holds for any point x e Y. Finally, suppose X # 0 # Y. Then 
U
SX = U
 uix} - U MW = U*Y- Therefore ws is an M-topology. 
xeX xeY 
f = OM: The proof is trivial. 
/ = IM: Let X c P be a subset. If X = 0, then X c usX holds trivially. Suppose 
X # 0. Then X = U {*} -̂  U "{*} = w*-̂ « Therefore ws is an /-topology, and 
hence an /M-topology. 
/ = MA: Let X, 7 c P be subsets. If at least one of the sets X and Y is empty, 
then ws(X u Y) c usX u wsF holds trivially. Suppose X ^ 0 # Y. Then ws(Xu 30 = 
= U uix} = U MW u U MW = wsXu ws7. Thus, ws is an ^-topology, and 
xeXUY xeX xeY 
hence an MA-topology. 
/ = MU: Let X c P be a subset. Suppose X = 0. Then wswsX = wswX. If wX = 0, 
then wswX = wwX c wX = wsX. Otheiwise, let wX # 0. Then wswX = U
 w(*} ^ 
xeuX 
<= wX = wsX, since x e uX -=> w{x} c wt/X c wX. Thus, for the empty set X we have 
wswsX c usX. Next, suppose X ^ 0. If wsX = 0, then we have wswsX = ws0 £ wsX 
(since ws is an M-topology according to the first part of the proof). Otheiwise, 




= U usu{y} c (J uu{y) c [) u{y) = \J u{y} = usX. Thus, foi every subset 
yeX yeX yeX yeX 
u{y) * 0 u{y) * 0 u{y) * 0 
X c p the inclusion iy/5X e u8X holds. Therefore, t/s is a CZ-topology, and hence 
an M[/-topology. 
fe {AfK, MB*9 MB}: In these cases the assertion follows from the fact that 
ua{x} = u{x} f° r e a c h point x e P. 
f = S: The assertion is obvious. 
b) According to [6], Theorem 9, b)9 if w is an Af-topology, then t/ exists iff u is 
an 5-topology, and then if = u. 
Remark 7. From the Theorems proved in the present paper and the corres-
ponding ones proved in [6] some results attained in [1], [3] and [4] follow. So, 
Theorems 4 imply 3.1. and 3.2. of [3], Theorems 5 imply 3.7. and 3.8. of [3], 
Theorems 6 imply 4.3. and 4.4. of [4], Theorems 7, a)9 imply 2.4. of [4], Theo-
rems 8 imply 3.3. and 3.4. of [3], Theorems 9, a)9 imply 26.A.4. of [1]. Many 
results of [5] follow from those of this note, too. 
Remark 8. Let f9ge{09 /, M, A9 U9 K, B*9 B9 S}. According to [5], we say 
that the lower f-modifying and the lower g-modifying are commutative if for each 
topology u it holds (uf\ = (ug)f9 provided that uf9 ug9 (uf)g9 (ug)f exist. The 
commutativity of the upper modifying is defined analogically. Although the modify-
ing of tech topologies only is dealt in [5], all considerations contained in the 
first paragraph of [5J are valid foA the modifying of topologies without axioms, too. 
Particularly, the statement (7) of [5] implies: 
A sufficient (necessary) condition for the lower f-modilying and the lower 
g-modifying to be commutative is that for each topology u for which uf9 ug (uf9 ug9 
(uf)g9 (ug)f) exist, the following two conditions hold: 
(1) If u is a g-topology, then uf is a g-topology. 
(2) If u is an f-topology, then ug is an f-topology. 
For the upper modifying the analogical assertion is valid. 
Thus, the results attained in the present article solve the problem, under which 
conditions the lower (upper) modifying of topologies without axioms is com-
mutative. 
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